You're taping the TOP to the BOTTOM (MIDDLE-TOP and MIDDLE-BOTTOM slide freely)

Brown gummed box packing tape is best tape for this!

Direction of corrugation on all pieces should be

1. Cut these pieces out of board. It is helpful to cut the fingers all at the same time (in a stack), so they line up perfectly.

2. Bend along the score marks (designated by the bottom line.)

3. Stack the pieces and align them. Now put glue on the bent fingertip part of the Middle-top and the Middle-bottom. Glue to the finger tips of the Bottom.

4. The Top Layer sandwiches it all together, while allowing the middle tab layers to slide out of the top and bottom of the hand. So only tape on the left and righthand sides of the sandwich, as indicated.

5. Try it out! You may want to add more joints (bends) in your fingers to make them more realistic.

THANK YOU FOR PROTESTING!

Sign is based on mechanics invented by Yoojinkim.com—consider buying some stationery from her.
LAYERS FOR HAND SIGN:

1. Cut these pieces out of board. It is helpful to cut the fingers all at the same time (in a stack), so they line up perfectly.

2. Bend along the score marks (designated by the bottom line.)

3. Stack the pieces and align them. Apply glue on the bent fingertip part of the Middle-top and the Middle-bottom. Glue to the finger tips of the Bottom.

4. The Top Layer sandwiches it all together, while allowing the middle tab layers to slide out of the top and bottom of the hand. So only tape on the left and right hand sides of the sandwich, as indicated.

5. Try it out! You may want to add more joints (bends) in your fingers to make them more realistic.

THANK YOU FOR PROTESTING!

Sign is based on mechanics invented by Yoojinkim.com—consider buying some stationery from her.

Spanish Language Version:

Try it out! You may want to add more joints (bends) in your fingers to make them more realistic.

COMING SOON